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Executive Summary

A group of Early-Career Researchers (ECRs) has been given a mandate from the European Committee for Future Accelerators (ECFA) to debate the topics of the current European Strategy Update (ESU) for Particle Physics and to summarise the outcome in a brief document [1]. A full-day debate with 180 delegates was held at CERN, followed by a survey collecting quantitative input. During the debate, the ECRs discussed future colliders in terms of the physics prospects, their implications for accelerator and detector technology as well as computing and software. The discussion was organised into several topic areas. From these areas two common themes were particularly highlighted by the ECRs: sociological and human aspects; and issues of the environmental impact and sustainability of our research. The following paragraphs summarise the key outcomes.

General  The ECRs feel that the attractiveness of our field is at risk and that dedicated actions need to be taken to safeguard its future. When continuing on the current path, the field will likely be unable to attract the brightest minds to particle physics. The ESU must therefore include sociological and sustainability aspects in addition to technical ones related to machine feasibility and particle physics research. It is of high priority that funding for non-permanent positions is converted to funding for permanent positions, i.e. fewer post-docs in exchange for more staff. In addition, particle physics should play an exemplary role for sustainable behaviour, being inspirational for both society and other sciences. Overwhelming consensus was reached on the idea to establish a permanent ECR committee as part of ECFA. Such a committee would be able to give a mandate to a few individuals representing the ECRs in various bodies.

Future of the Field  Among the many open questions in particle physics, the ECRs find Dark Matter, Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and Neutrino Physics to be the three most important ones. While being open for future international projects, the ECRs emphasise the importance of a European collider project soon after HL-LHC. Postponing the choice of the next collider project at CERN to the 2030s has the potential to negatively impact the future of the field.

Comments on the Briefing Book  The importance of understanding the Higgs mechanism is already well underlined in the Physics Briefing Book (BB) [2] and shared by the ECRs. Many ECRs stated their discomfort about the way the full CLIC and FCC programmes were compared, especially by how the different states of maturity of the projects were not taken into account sufficiently. Additionally, the impact of collider projects outside Europe on the straw-man scenarios and therefore on the future of the European particle physics landscape has not been laid out sufficiently.

Human and Sociological Factors  For the ESU to be effective and sustainable, it is imperative to holistically include social and human factors when planning the future of the field. Therefore, the ECRs strongly recommend that future project evaluations and strategy updates include the social impact of their implementation. Specifically, equal recognition and career paths for the various domains of our field have to be established to maintain expertise in the field. The possibility for a healthy work-life balance and the reconciliation of family and a scientific career is a must.

Environment and Sustainability  Large European organisations and laboratories such as CERN have a unique position and responsibility in society. A strong statement from CERN putting the environment and sustainability at the forefront of decision-making, aiming at becoming a carbon-neutral laboratory in the short term future, would have a significant impact. The energy efficiency of equipment and the power consumption of the future collider scenarios are already considered but this should be extended to building insulation and the environmental impact of construction and disposal of large infrastructure. There should be further discussion of nuclear versus renewable energy usage and CERN could and should strive for a higher renewable energy fraction. More considerations should be put on the impact of computing and software resources. Travel and conference schedules should be seriously assessed to reduce the amount of travel and the associated carbon footprint.

Accelerator and Detector R&D  Among the ECRs, 88% are in favour of an e+e− machine as the next collider to be realised. A strong and diverse R&D programme on both accelerators and detectors must be a high priority for the future. On the accelerator side, concerns have been raised about whether the key numbers stated in the BB allow for a fair comparison of the various projects; while concerning the
detector side, there was no mention of which technology is suitable for which future project and the level of readiness of each technology.

**Computing and Software**  Software and computing activities must be recognised not only as means to do physics analyses, but as research that requires a high level of skill. Innovation in physics analysis should strive to minimise the time to produce physics results allowing more person-power to be allocated to areas where innovation and development is truly needed. In an effort towards reducing the carbon footprint associated with travel for work purposes, our community can drive the development of new software for remote meetings, even for large groups of attendants. Furthermore, the researchers are generally in favor of open data and see the need for sharing knowledge and resources with other computing communities.

**Electroweak and Strong Interaction Physics**  Due to the different demands of electroweak and strong physics, there was no clear consensus in the electroweak and strong interaction physics discussion session as to which future collider should be pursued at this stage. For most Higgs couplings, decay width and electroweak precision measurements, $e^+e^-$ colliders have a clear advantage. However, this is balanced by the greater precision that proton-proton colliders have for rare Higgs couplings, in particular the Higgs self-coupling. It was noted that $e^+e^-$ colliders are very appealing due to the shorter timescales and their capability of running at the precise energies required to produce copious amounts of Higgs, $W$ and $Z$ bosons or top quark pairs. This is in contrast to the strong physics discussions, where a clear preference towards a $pp$ or $ep$ collider was voiced. Priority should be put on precision measurements and global fits rather than model-driven searches. Tighter collaboration between theory and experiment would enhance the precision of measurements.

**Beyond Standard Model, Dark Matter and Dark Sector Physics**  No clear consensus on future collider scenarios was found as different, equally valid, theoretical models can prefer one scenario over the other. However, the ECRs consider the diversification of experiments, building on projects such as Physics Beyond Colliders, as vital for the future of the field and should be pursued with high priority in parallel to the larger projects. Similarly to the discussion on electroweak and strong interaction physics, it is felt that better collaboration between theory and experiment is needed to extract the full potential of future programmes, more focus on this for ECRs (i.e. including more PhD students) is needed in particular.

**Flavour, Neutrino and Cosmic Messenger Physics**  While the heavy flavour domain benefits from any future collider, numerous specialised smaller experiments in the light sector are needed outside these large-scale scenarios to complete the picture. Real-time observations between connected observatories, for example neutrino, gravitational wave and gamma ray telescopes, will be crucial in the future, and to fully realise the potential in this area synergies with HEP would be vital.
1 Introduction

This report aims to provide input from the ECR community on the ESU scheduled to be approved by the CERN Council in 2020.

This initiative was started towards the end of the consultation period for the ESU, which has taken place throughout 2019. A total of 180 ECRs from institutes across Europe were invited to a plenary debate on 15th November 2019. The broad range of possible topics was subdivided into several areas with common physics or themes to streamline the discussion:

- Environment and Sustainability,
- Electroweak and Strong Interaction Physics,
- Beyond-the-Standard Model (BSM), Dark Matter and Dark Sector,
- Neutrino, Flavour and Cosmic Messenger Physics,
- Accelerator and Detector R&D, and
- Computing and Software.

At least one meeting was held within each working group in the weeks before the plenary debate. The framework for the discussions in the meetings was given by the 2019 Physics Briefing Book (BB) and the different straw-man scenarios [3] currently under consideration for the future of CERN (Figure 1). The working groups were also tasked to identify issues that are important to the ECRs but not covered in the Briefing Book. Each working group presented the outcome of their meetings in the plenary session, followed by a discussion. The organising committee, a self-nominated subgroup of the ECRs, noted that the subject of human and social factors overarches all working groups, so it was allocated a dedicated session in the plenary debate.

For the ECR debate, each of the working groups and the human and social factors group summarised the main points discussed in the meetings prior to the debate and each summary was followed by a discussion. Additional time was allocated at the end of the debate to allow further discussion on topics not covered during the previous sessions. To obtain some quantitative information about the views of the delegates the organisation committee also prepared an online survey for all delegates after the debate. The results of this survey complement the summary of the plenary debate and are also included in this report.

2 Survey Results

A survey was circulated to all the ECRs nominated by ECFA. In this section an overview of the results is presented. A full breakdown of the answers is listed in the Appendix A. There was not yet time to perform a more detailed analysis of responses including correlation between or isolation of different demographic groups.

2.1 Demographics

There were 117 responses to the survey, corresponding to almost two thirds of the 180 invited participants. Responses came from people of many different nationalities, spread across a wide range of locations in Europe. Over 80% of participants are either PhD students (33%) or post-docs (50%). Two thirds of people were less than 7 years past the start of their PhDs and 88% less than 10 years. The gender of people responding to the survey was 63% male and 33% female, with 4% preferring not to specify. The current areas of work and projects are summarised in Figure 2 with about three quarters of the ECRs being mainly involved in physics analysis and a similar fraction performing work related to the LHC or HL-LHC.

2.2 European Strategy Update

Over 60% of people felt well informed about the ESU process and topics and around 85% felt that the ECR discussion process (meetings prior to the debate, documentation provided and the debate itself) improved their knowledge of the ESU.

The open topics/questions in HEP (as defined in the BB) that ECRs consider most important and most interesting are shown in Figure 4. Dark Matter is clearly ranked highest in both most interesting and
most important categories. Electroweak Symmetry Breaking is second, but by a small margin. Neutrino Physics is ranked third in importance and Gravity is ranked as the fourth most interesting. Overall there is quite a diverse distribution of responses, that well reflects the diversity of the field.

ECRs were asked how important they think it is that Europe should build a large collider after HL-LHC. Over 85% of people felt that this was important. 70% of ECRs agreed that the next-generation collider should be an $e^+e^-$ machine. The survey asked which next-generation collider and which of the long-term future collider scenarios (as laid out in Figure 1) the ECRs would prefer. The responses are shown in Figure 5. CLIC and FCC-ee seem to have similar levels of support as the next-generation collider. If the next $e^+e^-$ collider is built in Asia, the preference of ECRs is clearly for CERN to embark on the full FCC programme. Of the FCC projects, the largest interest was in FCC-ih followed by FCC-ee, which later transitions into FCC-eh.

For the long-term future of the field there is an overall preference for the full FCC scenario. The second favourite choice is the full CLIC program. There is also significant support for CLIC380 followed by FCC.

When asked explicitly whether CERN should build CLIC and FCC, 65% of participants agreed that FCC should be built compared to 41% that thought CLIC should be built. 84% of people agreed that not building a collider at CERN soon after HL-LHC will negatively affect European particle physics research.

### 2.3 Sociological and Human Aspects

Several questions on the survey focused on sociological and human aspects related to the ESU. 90% of the respondents indicated that they are interested in a long term career in research. Anxiety associated with

---

**Figure 1:** Five possible future collider scenarios considered for CERN (top) and possible scenarios of future colliders in a more global context (bottom). Slides taken from slides by Prof. Jorgen D’Hondt at the ECR debate on November 15th, 2019.
Figure 2: Current area(s) of work (left) and projects (right) of the ECRs.

Figure 3: The areas of work which ECRs think are most (left) and least (right) likely to further their careers.

Figure 4: Most important and most interesting topics in HEP.
their career prospects was felt by 71.2% of respondents, with only 35.1% indicating agreement that they felt they had good prospects for a long-term academic career. Only 6% of respondents disagreed with the statement that they had the skills necessary for a non-academic career. However, the proportion indicating that they felt they would be given the necessary support in finding a non-academic job was only 22.4%. Concerning a career in particle physics, about 50% of the ECRs stated that physics analysis is the area of work that would most likely further their career, as is shown in Figure 3. Similarly, about 40% think that detector-related work and software and computing related work are least likely to further their careers.

Regarding working hours and conditions, 77.6% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that working overtime was a necessary ingredient to secure an academic career. 70.3% of participants responded 4 or 5 when rating their levels of work-related stress, with 45% responding in the same way to experiencing work-induced stress burnouts. To the question concerning discrimination at work due to gender/race/sexuality or other factors, almost 20% replied with (4) or (5), indicating the need for substantial improvement in this area.

Two of the survey questions were posed to the ECRs regarding the time spent on job applications and doing pure research. 76.9% of ECRs responded that they spent less than 20% of their time applying for jobs/grants. However, only 9.3% indicated they spent >80% of their time on pure research, with 66.9% having between 40-80% of their time for research.

Challenges associated with balancing an academic career with family life were discussed as part of the debate. Of the participants in the survey, about 80% do not have children, with 70% of participants indicating an agreement with the statement “having children would negatively impact my academic career”. 55.7% of respondents agreed with the statement that “I feel at ease in expressing concerns about reconciliation of work and personal/family life in the workplace”.

A common experience for ECRs is the need to move countries as a result of their work. Among the ECRs, 81.8% indicated either agreement or strong agreement with the statement “If you had to change your country during your career, do you think it has had a positive impact on your career?”, however 66.4% indicated disagreement with the statement that “If you had to change your country during your career, do you think it has had a positive impact on your personal/family life?”. Two questions concerned the possibility of remote working: 53.4% of respondents indicated agreement with the statement “My job could be performed effectively working remotely” with a similar number (50%) agreeing that “The ability to work remotely more often would increase the appeal of a particle physics career”. However the number of neutral responses for these questions was higher than most others in this section, at 23.7% and 28.4%, respectively.

2.4 Environmental and Sustainability Considerations

The environmental concerns of ECRs are illustrated by the fact that 97% of people felt that environmental impacts should be taken into account when taking decisions on future projects, with 40% considering this an extremely important factor. Attending conferences in person was considered to be necessary to secure an academic career by 87% of the participants, with 75% of people agreeing that not attending conferences because of environmental concerns would harm their career. However, 78% of people would attend conferences remotely more often if better tools were available.

Just over half of the participants feel at ease expressing their environmental concerns at the workplace.
The same fraction of people would be willing to ask their employer to purchase carbon offsets for their work-related flights. Exactly half would be willing to pay themselves.

2.5 Other questions

92% of the respondents were in favour of opening data to the public. Asked what the main purpose of this open data should be, three use cases were the most popular: scientific goals, education and outreach. 76% of the people agreed that this data should have an embargo period of a few years before being released.

On the topic of recognition for different areas of work, only 37% of the people felt that detector R&D and software and computing work is well-recognised in their experiment or group. 53% of the people thought that detector R&D and software and computing work are as important as physics analysis for their future career in HEP.

3 Summary of Discussions During the ECFA ECR Debate and Working Group Meetings

3.1 Sociological and Human Aspects

This section summarises the ECR discussion on social and human aspects related to a research career in particle physics in general and to future long-term projects in particular. Such topics were only partially discussed in the BB and the ECRs would like to emphasise their importance in this report. For the ESU to be effective and sustainable, it is imperative to holistically include social and human factors. In the future, a metric measuring the success of the particle physics community should also include improvements in diversity, reconciliation of family and scientific career and health of the individuals. Furthermore, the ECRs strongly recommend future project evaluations and strategy updates to include the social impact in their implementation. Besides CERN, universities and national laboratories are encouraged to implement such improvements and measures. Therefore, a significant fraction of project-oriented, short-term funding has to be converted into base-funding, enabling the institutions to realise a healthier and more family-friendly environment with a larger fraction of permanent positions.

3.1.1 Future Career Opportunities

According to the survey, most of the ECRs would like to continue to work in the field, but they are worried about their career prospects in academia. Researchers aiming to stay in the field are often required to move from one institution to another, often involving a change of country. About 80% of the ECRs recognise that this has positive impact on the future career and enriches the scientific background but also represents a major challenge for personal aspects. As a result, some ECRs feel that the mobility-policy of many grants discriminate people with families, and therefore they request relaxing the importance of mobility for such applications, given the possibility of remote collaboration. Concerning large experiments outside Europe, many ECRs see challenges associated with travelling to these experiments, which is partially, but not exclusively, due to family reasons and is considered less of an issue for researchers already working in experiments based in Asia or in North America.

Future colliders together with their experiments within and outside of Europe will offer many opportunities in the field for young researchers. Almost all ECRs agree on the importance of a European collider project after HL-LHC, but severe concerns about the lack of risk assessment related to the timescales and possible delays of the projects have been raised. Thus, CERN should carefully plan its strategy to maintain its leading role in the European particle physics landscape and strive to serve as a hub for any such international projects outside Europe. In order to successfully implement large-scale projects, it is of highest priority that expertise in all domains is kept over the entire preparation phase and beyond. As a community, we cannot afford to lose a large fraction of experts within certain phases, and expertise has to be continuously passed on to younger individuals. However, a prompt continuation of a new collider after the end of the HL-LHC might be less likely for very large projects, posing a risk in losing expertise and attractiveness of the field.

As for career possibilities outside HEP, more than 75% of the ECRs think that they have the skills to pursue a successful career in a non-academic job. Ability to collaborate in large software infrastructures, experience with big data, management and problem-solving skills gained through scientific work are sought-after skills that are recognised in non-academic sectors. However, only 22.4% of the ECRs think that they
would be given the support needed to find a suitable career outside HEP. In this respect, alumni networks within Europe could be helpful and thus some ECRs suggest to introduce more of such networks and to strengthen existing ones. Moreover, the possibility of contributing from outside HEP or returning to particle physics after a non-academic job can be very beneficial for the field but presently this is difficult to realize.

3.1.2 Towards Equal Recognition

As also stated in the ECFA Detector Panel Report [4], detector and software technology research are often less valued than physics data analysis and interpretation, although they play an essential role for progress in experimental particle physics. Tasks related to this research are, unfortunately, too often recognised only as a means to extract data from the experiments, while they should be considered proper research areas in their own right. This can be particularly dangerous to our field because it reduces the number of high-level creative professionals with the specialised expertise needed in experiments with high complexity. An equal recognition of tasks should be encouraged within experiments, universities and laboratories in order to improve the current situation. The ECR delegates propose the following actions:

- Establishing professional career opportunities for all domains of expertise, for example through the creation of advanced research grants and long-term positions up to the professorship;
- Devoted awards inside the collaborations in the domains of detector/accelerator R&D, computing and analysis should be introduced with the aim of balancing recognition and increasing the visibility of individuals. Moreover, awards should be considered also for researchers working on a mixture of the above topics, which is a common case;
- More publications on R&D topics, especially on software and computing works, should be encouraged to increase recognition outside the collaborations.

3.1.3 Reconciliation of Family and Scientific Career

Reconciliation of family and a scientific career is imperative, but is far from being realized. About 70% of the ECRs feel that having children would negatively affect their academic career in the research field. This problem is particularly relevant to ECRs because the age at which they usually decide to have children may correspond to the period in which they are still aiming for a permanent position. This percentage goes up to 85% in the case of women. This issue, together with historical inheritance, can be easily connected to the drop out of women in physics especially in the first stages of the career, which is still a common issue in European countries. Encouragement of longer and shared parental leaves would help all researchers who feel that starting a family is a threat to their careers.

It is important to mention that reasonable work-life balance should not come into effect only after a successful permanent job application, but should be optimally achieved also in the first stage of the scientific career. More than half of the ECRs think that their job could be performed remotely. In general, more possibilities of remote work would increase the appeal of a particle physics career and engage more researchers with families as conveners or in committee work, which would be beneficial for their career. Moreover, having children at any stage of the scientific career often limits the possibilities to take part in conferences and workshops. The importance of being physically present in meetings and conferences to increase visibility and to improve the career prospects was seen by more than 85% of all ECRs. However, during the plenary debate the importance of a more sustainable and family-friendly approach was discussed. Ideas such as increasing assistance provided by local organisation committees for researchers travelling with children and to improve remote participation with better video-conferencing software were very much endorsed, as also discussed in Section 3.2.

Today’s generation aims for a healthy work-life balance, with or without children. Although working extra hours is considered acceptable when required, about 70% of the survey participants feel stressed and 45% reported to have experienced burnouts related to work. This situation is not acceptable and reflects the severe risk of (self-)exploitation in the community.

3.1.4 Diversity

In the opinion of the ECR delegates, some groups are still under-represented both inside and outside academic fields, with different phenomenology and history in each country. The authors strongly support
and promote inclusion, especially in an increasingly global community. Therefore, we suggest the establishment of diversity officers in each collaboration/facility/institute, to whom diversity related issues can be reported. This is already in place in some collaboration and should be encouraged.

3.2 Environment and Sustainability

The ECR community believes that, as scientists, it is our responsibility to play an exemplary role in tackling humanity’s challenge of climate change. In order to have a chance to prevent Earth’s average temperatures from rising by more than 1.5°C compared to the pre-industrial era, emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) need to be drastically reduced worldwide, across all sectors, on a timescale of ten years, and eventually be driven to net-zero by 2050.

Particle physics research has always been at the forefront of science and technology, exploring uncharted territories and devising the tools and methods that made it possible. Technological challenges such as analysing previously unheard-of amounts of data, or detecting extremely rare events in a highly radioactive environment, have been successfully tackled. Particle physics research is a driver for technological innovation, and its impact on society and economy is significant.

CERN and other major European laboratories must have an ambitious vision and develop clear action plans to become carbon neutral. As a leading research centre, CERN’s vision should be inspirational for both society and the scientific community, and it would lead to dramatic advancements in energy-saving techniques, renewable energy sources, and public awareness. We believe such a commitment would eventually lead to an increased budget for physics research thanks to a better consideration of research activities by the general public, eventually favoring important political decisions. The ECR community is ready to embrace the radical shift of paradigm that is needed in order to make our life and research work sustainable, carbon neutral, and exemplary for the changes we wish societies will undertake.

3.2.1 Comments on the Briefing Book

The BB addresses the topic of sustainability in Chapter 10, “Accelerator Science and Technology”, specifically in the few paragraphs of Section 10.7, “Energy management”. We find these paragraphs to be lacking and to not contain sufficiently precise recommendations. Besides, while so far attention has only been focused on the energy efficiency of HEP equipment, detailed studies should also be carried out about the environmental impact of the same equipment’s construction and disposal.

3.2.2 Instrumentation, Operation and Computing

The ECR community hopes that leading research centres such as CERN can negotiate with energy providers in order to ease the switch to renewable energy sources.

CERN’s accelerator complex has a yearly power consumption in the TWh range. The CERN data centre remains in the range of about 50 GWh. Computing accounts for a few percent of worldwide CO₂ emissions. At CERN, computing is minor with respect to accelerator operation, but several other grid sites operate around the globe. Servers and storage systems consume power and need to be cooled. The possibility of relatively easy improvements has been demonstrated for example at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung with the Green IT cube [5]. Moreover solutions invented at CERN can be exemplary for other large computing sites. The ECR delegates urge the HEP community to rethink our data processing needs in terms of sustainable computing.

Another successful example of resource-usage mitigation is the recycling of waste heat. This solution is already in place at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), where roughly 60% of the heating needs are covered by waste heat recovery, the rest is supplied as remote heat by the nearby nuclear power plant [6]. The waste heat recovery project was initiated in 2010 with an investment below 4 MCHF. Break-even is expected in 2021 after 10 years of operation, and it will be followed by yearly savings of the order of 0.5 MCHF thereafter. A similar project has been initiated at the LHC Point 8, with an agreement signed by CERN and the French authorities aimed at using waste warm cooling water from the LHCb experiment to heat a new residential area in the city of Ferney-Voltaire [7]. We suggest to study similar solutions at the locations of the other present LHC experiments (and of those to come), including improved insulation for existing buildings.

Any investment aimed at lowering energy consumption, including heating of buildings, resource usage and computing resources usage, or aimed at mitigating the environmental impact of instrumentation and facility construction and disposal will have an immediate or long-term financial return. CERN and other major laboratories will profit from long-term savings after investing in energy efficiency.
3.2.3 Societal Considerations

The role of CERN as a science-disseminating centre in Europe and worldwide is clear. The laboratory’s public image will greatly profit from implementing an ambitious strategy for sustainability. It might in fact suffer from not doing it. If CERN and other major laboratories were to invest in research for the application of renewable energy and sustainability, they could potentially become globally renowned role models. This would positively affect the rest of the society as well.

We believe that steps should be taken in order to diversify investments, which should explicitly span from physics to sustainability and also engage in improving the scientific education of the general public. We also believe that such diversification would eventually lead to an increased budget for physics research, stemming from positive impact on society, and lead to a better general view of research activities. In addition, positive attitude towards physics from the public could lead to favourable political decisions.

We urge laboratories to consider taking small actions in the very near future. Such actions would have a limited direct impact on the environment, but a broad induced impact from raising awareness among scientists and the general public. A non-comprehensive list of such relatively inexpensive small actions includes:

- Replacing or reducing climatisation, for example by adding vegetation on lab and office roofs, and reducing the sometimes unnecessary heating of offices;
- Adding solar panels;
- Gradually renovating old offices at CERN, installing proper insulation and implementing environmentally-friendly architecture wherever possible;
- Holding conferences in places reachable by train by most attendees;
- Reserving budget to offset non-eliminable carbon emissions;
- Promoting biking and the use of public transport;
- Promoting the use of electric vehicles (charging from renewable energy sources);
- Promoting responsible food sources; and
- Setting up information about sustainable living and research and training events.

3.2.4 Human and Career Considerations

Concerns have been raised about air travel, which represents about 2% of global CO\textsubscript{2} emissions\textsuperscript{1}. Scientists, and in particular ECRs, face significant pressure to travel because of the well-established link between a researcher’s visibility and his/her value as scientist. At the same time, conference software and virtual reality tools are still inadequate and have little support. This frame of mind leads to an unsustainable and unnecessary number of journeys, and at the same time discriminates against ECRs with family or local commitments. To make things worse, the job market in academia is highly competitive, leading ECRs to prioritise career concerns over environmental considerations. Some ECRs think that taking up a clear stance for the environment can damage their career prospects.

In LHC experiments, leadership, responsibility and coordination positions such as convenerships are often assigned by taking into account the candidate’s presence at CERN. The ECR community doubts that this is necessary in all cases. Long-distance commitments should be enabled and promoted.

3.2.5 Requests of the ECR Delegates for the ESU

The ECR community has agreed upon the following list of points to be addressed in the context of the ESU. We strongly request that:

- CERN and the other major research laboratories create a permanent committee in charge of establishing and enforcing sustainability criteria;

\textsuperscript{1}A single flight from London to Geneva emits on average 400 kg of CO\textsubscript{2} in the atmosphere, per passenger. This figure is equivalent to the carbon absorption of one tree’s lifetime. For a carbon-neutral journey, each passenger should arrange for a short-term carbon intake of 400 kg, which can be achieved in about 10 years by planting about 10 trees per passenger.
• New projects and upgrades of existing projects submit a detailed analysis of environmental impact along with the Technical Design Report or equivalent design document;
• CERN should seek funding for the transition to carbon neutrality through project proposals targeting European Commission (EC) funds dedicated to climate change;
• The climate commitment of countries where projects aim at being hosted be evaluated as part of the project review process;
• CERN and the other major laboratories set goals more ambitious than those envisaged by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [8]. We strongly recommend to aim at carbon neutrality by 2030. The laboratories should put in place the necessary measures to attract and train professional figures that will make it possible to meet these goals. It is in CERN’s interest to take a lead in switching to sustainable, carbon-neutral research;
• Global environmental sustainability goals are defined and established as part of this Strategy Update;
• The resource intake of particle physics laboratories is transformed, and that the necessary measures are put into place in order to move scientific infrastructure to carbon-free and renewable sources;
• Investments are made in order to make better use of the available technologies. The recovery of waste heat is an example already in place at PSI [6] and being implemented at the LHC Point 8;
• Conference-related and meeting-related air travel is demoted. Videoconferencing should instead be encouraged, and frameworks for remote collaboration improved. When air travel is deemed necessary, carbon offsetting solutions should be considered and made part of the travel budget.

3.3 Electroweak and Strong Interaction Physics

Electroweak symmetry breaking was voted as the second most important and interesting topic among the ECR delegates. In particular, a better understanding of the Higgs mechanism is imperative for the future of particle physics. The ECRs discussed the significance of studying the Higgs sector in detail because of its sensitivity to BSM physics, its cosmological consequences and the need of a deeper understanding of the Higgs sector, as a key part of the Standard Model. Given the material in the BB, the best option for measuring Higgs couplings, including the Higgs self-coupling, is to use data from an $e^+e^-$ collider, followed by data from the FCC-hh. Electron-positron colliders have the advantage that they allow the tagging of the $ZH$ process, and therefore offer a measurement of the total decay width of the Higgs boson. This allows for model-independent measurements of the Higgs bosons couplings, and for the detection of Higgs decays to invisible BSM particles, such as Dark Matter candidates. Lepton colliders also offer unrivaled measurements of the couplings of the Higgs boson to many of the SM fermions. Furthermore, linear $e^+e^-$ colliders could go beyond the $HH$ threshold and obtain competitive results on the self-coupling measurements. However, circular lepton colliders can only operate below the $HH$-production threshold, meaning that the only constraints on the Higgs self-coupling would be from single Higgs measurements, or by the application of the next phases of the FCC program (electron-hadron and hadron-hadron).

Regarding BSM searches, it was made clear that higher energies are required for a variety of searches for BSM resonances, strong SUSY and many other scenarios lying at a few TeV. While the FCC-hh is currently the highest energy option on the table, a point was made about considering other accelerating technologies, such as plasma wakefield acceleration. It was pointed out that there is also the possibility to find new physics resonances at lower energies, for example profiting from high precision measurements at lepton colliders with much reduced backgrounds. In addition, the importance of inputs from HL-LHC results to define the goals of future projects in terms of BSM searches was discussed.

Lepton colliders could provide precision measurements of $Z$ and $W$ boson properties, especially if polarised beams and dedicated runs are set in place. Furthermore, polarised beams would lead to an increase in the number of electroweak observables which can be probed allowing for the exploration of the full chiral structure of the SM for all fermions (including the top quark, produced far from the $t\bar{t}$ threshold). Moreover, many BSM models predict deviations for the right helicity couplings which will be only measured through polarisation analysis of the initial or final states. Circular colliders such as FCC-ee and CEPC will have larger luminosities than linear colliders below the Higgs threshold, showing superiority in non-polarised observables and, specifically, in the $Z$ and $W$ boson mass measurements. This large luminosity can also be exploited to study the final state polarisation using $\tau$ leptons produced in the final state.
Concerning the topic of strong interactions, a number of people advocated in favour of a rich QCD programme during the discussion. For this kind of research, the ECRs were in favour of a hadron-hadron or hadron-lepton collider, in particular FCC-hh and/or FCC-eh. The latter will provide the complete resolution of parton distribution functions required for the subsequent hadron-hadron runs. Nuclear structure, hot and dense QCD and heavy-ion physics can only be performed in hadron colliders, and ECRs were in favour of FCC. The topic of collectivity in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions is regarded by some ECRs as the biggest discovery at the LHC besides the Higgs boson. However, some precision QCD measurements can also be performed with CLIC.

The diversity of experiments is also important to provide crucial tests of the Standard Model at various energy scales. Nonetheless, about 42% of survey respondents do not believe that large long-term projects negatively impact the diversity of the field. As such, while diversity of experiments should be maintained, this should not negatively impact the development of future larger-scale projects.

On the phenomenology side, the ECRs were in agreement with the statement reported in the BB about the need for improving the event generators. It is of great importance to the ECRs that effort is made to have experimentalists and theorists interact more. There is some level of consensus that at the moment it is hard to know where best to search for new physics in EW sector, and it is felt that joint workshops/conferences would help improve the situation in the future. It was discussed whether particle physics should move from benchmark model driven searches to final-state driven searches in expanding phase space. There was some support for increased use of Effective Field Theory (EFT) interpretations over benchmark models in physics analyses, though this was not universally supported.

3.3.1 Comments on the Briefing Book

The ECRs broadly held the view that direct, model-independent searches, as well as precision measurements and indirect searches are appealing approaches. There was mention of the $\kappa$ framework \cite{25}; however, some of the ECRs thought that EFT interpretations were not given the space they deserve given that they are a quickly-developing topic in particle physics, and are expected to become more prominent in the years to follow. Further to this, the ECRs question the current level of focus on benchmark scenarios. The BB summarises the physics, while avoiding drawing any conclusions, and does not show any studies where the expected results for the FCC-ee and the FCC-hh are given separately from each other, which is crucial to understand the physics reach of the individual FCC phases. Also, there is very little mention of projections from the HE-LHC and LE-FCC projects. Finally, in the QCD chapter there is no mention of using polarised beams. The BB highlights lattice QCD as an important tool for precision tests of the Standard Model, a view also shared by the ECRs. It should be noted that dispersive techniques, which e.g. currently give the most precise determination of the hadronic contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment, are left out from the BB.

3.3.2 Summary

In summary, an $e^+e^-$ machine would give us the chance to perform a variety of precision measurements and searches in the electroweak sector, while allowing the total width of the Higgs boson to be measured. It would also benefit from a shorter timescale. However, lepton colliders seem to be slightly disfavoured by few ECRs in the discussions regarding strong interaction physics. A high-energy hadron-hadron collider offers a complementary physics programme, which would successfully execute most of the major goals in the fields of electroweak and strong interactions, including an improved measurement of the Higgs trilinear coupling, but with the exception of measuring the total width of the Higgs boson. However, it is clear that the time scale of the entire FCC programme is much longer than the other straw-man scenarios. While the ECRs strongly support collaboration and participation in international projects, the survey also showed that the ECRs consider a future European collider after the HL-LHC very important.

3.4 Beyond Standard Model, Dark Matter, and Dark Sector Physics

Given there is no obvious sign of New Physics, our biggest challenge is to maintain excitement for BSM searches, both in the ECR community and in the public sector. Of note though, amongst the full set of delegates, Dark Matter is cited as being the most important and most interesting open question in HEP (Figure A.11).

Beyond the Standard Model, Dark Matter, and Dark Sector searches have a vast landscape. It is noted that input to the strategy was provided by selecting benchmarks and comparing the performance of candidate experiments. This brought up the following questions amongst the ECRs:
• Is working with a few model benchmarks sufficient?
• Would model scans be more effective in sampling the BSM landscape?
• Should the particle physics community spend resources to find other more advanced and economical ways to provide a more robust input for BSM searches?

Linked closely to the model strategy was the idea to bring various groups closer. Examples include communication and collaboration between both theorists and experimentalists as well as between different experiments (e.g. collider, direct detection, indirect detection).

3.4.1 Comments on the Briefing Book

It was noted that the LUX experiment [9] as well as BSM searches with τ neutrinos and supersymmetry at SHiP [10, 11] were missing in the BB.

Regarding different experiments, the majority of ECRs interested in this area were in favor of diversification of resources, or supporting a future collider that provides the opportunities for diverse experimental programmes, similar to how the LHC has been a part of a wider scientific programme encompassed by CERN. Concerns were raised over a single ambitious project with a long timescale (careers, motivation of younger generations, continuity of the field). The understanding from the BB was that current projections offer no obvious answer for the choice of the next-generation experiments. Complementary studies studies between collider, direct detection, and indirect detection experiments are important, especially for Dark Matter and Dark Sector physics.

3.4.2 Need for Collaboration

Particular focus was on the need for collaboration between theorists and experimentalists, and a strong desire was voiced for workshops with fewer talks, mainly dedicated to brainstorming and forming of collaborations (within or between experiments, TH-PH-EXP, etc.). The examples of the valuable outcomes of workshops such as Les Houches PhysTeV, LHC Hackathons, and workshops in direct detection experiments were discussed. The hope is to create awareness in funding agencies about benefits of such workshops or schools - particularly aimed at the PhD and postdoctoral level - as funding is often only given to people giving a talk, rather than participation in a workshop-style environment.

Experimentalists stressed the importance of encouraging new approaches to searches, streamlining search times, and more collaboration with theory colleagues for well-motivated models. Theorists, meanwhile, emphasised the importance of improving the presentation of results for reinterpretation and better communication with experimentalists.

3.4.3 Community Engagement

Finally, the community was keen on outreach, education and communication. Noted was the success of outreach activities dedicated to a specific subject, e.g. Dark Matter Day [12]. Additionally, the topic of making open data more accessible was viewed favourably, especially through finding creative uses such as work with high school teachers and students and “citizen science” projects, especially related to collider physics, such as CRAYFIS [13] and CREDO [14].

3.4.4 Summary

While the lack of evidence of New Physics is a challenge to the Beyond Standard Model, Dark Matter, and Dark Sector Physics community, the open questions stemming from these areas remain among the most interesting and important questions to HEP. A theme emerged of needing closer collaboration between not only the different experiments but also between experimentalists and theorists. Additionally, the ECRs in this group were highly motivated through involvement in community engagement and education.

3.5 Flavour, Neutrino and Cosmic Messenger Physics

3.5.1 Comments on the Briefing Book

The general consensus of the ECRs regarding the BB was that the goals of the physics topics discussed in chapters relevant to this section (i.e. Chapters 5-7) were well laid out. Due to the conciseness of the BB, it is understandable that the full breadth of the physics programme explored by some of the experiments
was hard to capture. In this sub-section, a brief list of topics not covered in the BB but relevant to the ECRs is presented.

In the heavy-flavour sector, the studies of the decays that undergo $b \rightarrow c\ell\nu$ and $b \rightarrow s\ell\ell$ transitions have turned out to be extremely interesting. These decays, along with Dark Matter searches, involve final states with missing energy. It would be appealing to have estimates on the reconstruction performances for such final states at the different future colliders/experiments. The flavour-changing decays of $c$ and $b$ baryons have been explored and such systems provide a complementary ground to search for New Physics contributions. The BB mentions the measurement of electric and magnetic dipole moments of heavy baryon systems and $|V_{ub}/V_{cb}|$ extraction through $\Lambda_b$ decays. However, it ignores some potentially interesting topics that could be probed with baryon systems, including the potential discovery of CP violation, tentative flavour anomalies in the baryon sector, etc. The importance of studies of charm decays is evident from the BB. In light of this, it would be interesting to have estimates of sensitivities to rare charm decays and mixing parameters at the proposed future experiments. The measurements of the electric dipole moment of the $\tau$ lepton have been discussed in the BB. However, there is no mention of the $\tau$ magnetic dipole moment, although there have been several proposals to measure this quantity at different future experiments with various techniques.

In the neutrino sector, the ECRs felt that the BB could have benefited from a bit more detail on the $\nu_{\tau}$ sector. The measurements of $\nu_{\tau}$ appearance and/or disappearance provide stringent tests of unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix (PMNS). Although $\nu_{\tau}$ appearance is mentioned in the “Cosmic Messenger” chapter in the section about the IceCube experiment, the prompt $\nu_{\tau}$ production at the hadron colliders could also be considered. To facilitate these studies, measurements of the $\nu_{\tau}$ cross-section from experiments such as DsTau, NA-65 and SHiP would be extremely helpful. These cross-section measurements can also lead to better understanding of the $\nu_{\tau}$ backgrounds in the next generation of long-baseline experiments and astrophysical $\nu_{\tau}$ detection in neutrino telescopes. Of interest in the neutrino sector are also solar neutrino experiments, coherent scattering experiments and searches for exotic BSM effects. Topics such as Lorentz invariance violation, quantum decoherence, quantum gravity or large extra dimensions could be tested using long baseline experiments, while at low energies, measurements of magnetic moment or millicharge of neutrinos can be performed.

Regarding the Cosmic Messengers chapter, it was mentioned in the debate that the “Synergies with HEP” section could emphasise new accelerator measurements of hadronic interactions that can help to improve the modelling of cosmic ray air showers. In this regard, the data from proton-oxygen and proton-nitrogen collisions would play a vital role in reducing systematic uncertainties in the simulation of such interactions and would lead to a better understanding of the backgrounds for the measurement of high-energy cosmic leptons.

### 3.5.2 Future of the Field

Generally speaking, the heavy flavour sector can benefit from all of the five future scenarios considered in the BB. However, the light, neutrino and cosmic messenger sectors require dedicated experiments.

In the heavy sector, a comprehensive study of the sensitivities to the observables related to $c$ and $b$ hadron decays for all the proposed scenarios is not available. Studies on flavour tagging performance for different hadrons and on the reconstruction performance of decays with missing energy would be of particular interest. Considering the FCC scenarios, the FCC-ee provides a clean environment to study heavy flavour physics. This, however, is not as clean as the environment in colliders operating at the $\Upsilon(4S)$ threshold, but it does facilitate production of different $b$-hadron species. The FCC-ee will also improve our knowledge of $\tau$ decays and $B$ decays involving $\tau$ leptons in the final states. In the global context, according to the available studies, with regard to the heavy-flavour sector, similar performances are expected between FCC-ee and CEPC experiments. The FCC-hh option would lead to higher production rates for $c$ and $b$ hadrons. However, the extreme collimation of the decay products at these energies, together with the very high levels of pile-up, make it rather unclear whether heavy-flavour physics can be actually performed properly in this scenario. The BB does not discuss in detail the heavy-flavour physics at CLIC and ILC, although both projects are considering having a dedicated part of the programme for collisions at the $Z$-pole, and both projects have studied in detail the capabilities of the flavour-tagging and quark-charge measurements. This fact made discussions during the debate difficult and we hope that this is better covered in future reports. With the sensitivity studies shown in the BB regarding flavour physics with Higgs, top quark and $Z$-boson, ECRs recommended starting with either an $e^+e^-$ collider (such as FCC-ee or CLIC) or electron-hadron collider (such as LHeC) and later move towards a hadron-hadron collider. In the light sector, it is evident from the BB that dedicated experiments are needed to the achieve best
sensitivities to observables such as electric dipole moments, lepton flavour violating (LFV) observables, etc. All the current and future charged LFV experiments such as MEG II [15], Mu3e [16], Mu2e [17] and COMET [18] are based outside of CERN. These experiments are limited by the muon beam rate and the detector technology. An improvement in these two fields may partially come as a by-product of R&D on large-scale experiments. For kaon physics, as highlighted in the BB, dedicated experiments will be required, and future hadron colliders would be highly beneficial in this regard.

In the neutrino sectors, two long-baseline experiments are currently planned, one in the USA and one in Japan. European researchers are strongly involved in both experiments. The expertise gained through these projects can be used to set up a next-to-next-generation long baseline experiment in Europe. Nonetheless, plenty of perspectives exist in Europe already for neutrinoless double-beta decay and neutrino mass measurements.

In the cosmic messenger sector, real-time observations between connected observatories, for example neutrino, gravitational wave and gamma ray telescopes, will be crucial in the future to inform each other regarding the transient events.

3.5.3 Summary

From the meeting, there was no concrete agreement on a final recommendation for the preferred collider scenario. A majority of the ECRs, however, did feel that an option of FCC-ee in the beginning and then FCC-hh would be beneficial for heavy-flavour physics. Other social aspects were also discussed in the meeting, with the following deemed particularly important by the ECRs: the diversity of the research field given that there is no clear path towards New Physics; cross-functional collaboration between experiments to share ideas, techniques, resources, etc.; and platforms for strong collaborations between experimentalists and theorists.

3.6 Accelerator and Detector R&D

Large consensus was found among ECRs on the importance of Europe constructing a next-generation collider after the HL-LHC. Moreover, about 88% of ECRs believe that the next collider should be an e+e− machine although there is no clear preference if this machine should be linear or circular. Therefore, a strong and diverse R&D programme on both accelerators and detectors must be a high priority for the future. According to the survey, about 40% of the invited young researchers to the ECR meeting are involved in R&D activities: 35% for detector and 5% for accelerator R&D.

3.6.1 Comments on the Briefing Book

An introduction about different technologies for both future R&D accelerators and detectors is given in the BB, but a detailed description of the state of the art is missing. Moreover, the distinction between first-generation and second-generation future colliders and the level of maturity of each accelerator proposal are not clearly described in the document.

In particular, concerns have been raised on the accelerator side as to whether the key numbers stated in the BB allow for a fair comparison of the various projects. For example in terms of precision physics, different simulation tools with different levels of precision and maturity (fast simulation vs. full simulation) were used to evaluate the physics projections. Also, no uncertainties were included in the estimation of financial aspects and timescales for the R&D, the construction and operation phases of different future projects that would reflect the different level of maturity of the projects themselves. Furthermore, the ECRs criticise a lack of risk assessment related to a possible delay of the projects. Neither was the environmental impact of different future projects discussed, whereas 73% of the ECRs agree that this topic should be thoroughly evaluated when making decisions on future projects.

On the detector side, there was no mention of which technology is suitable for which future project. The readiness of each technology to cope with the challenges set by the different environments and analysis requirements remains unclear.

There is also no mention of the extent to which the decision process of other countries will influence the European particle physics landscape. In particular for the 2020 ESU, it would be important to include in the final recommendation the consideration of the different scenarios that could appear if the ILC or CepC are approved by the Japanese and Chinese governments. We regret that this was not done for the BB and we argue that the ESU should state clearly the different options of CERN participation, possible support and synergies with other international projects. In fact, we believe that CERN, as a world-leading laboratory in particle physics, should play a major role not only in CERN-based future colliders but also
in other international projects. The particle physics field - and more specifically the R&D it necessitates - has become an international activity. We therefore argue strongly for a continued strengthening of the collaboration between European and non-European particle physics communities.

### 3.6.2 Diversity

There is a number of smaller experiments exploiting the LHC proton beam to search for BSM and more exotic physics, complementary to the main large experiments. Interest in running such experiments is currently growing, and we stress the importance of such diversity in part due to the lack of clear evidence for the existence of BSM physics. It is clear that these diversification efforts are required now and cannot come at a later stage. Furthermore, taking advantage of diversity should be part of the conceptual design of future colliders, laying out what number and kind of experiments could run at a future machine in parallel to the main ones. This is crucial for the first generation of future colliders, but should also be part of long-term concepts as a plasma-based collider or a muon collider. We regret that this topic has not been covered sufficiently in the BB. It is not excluded that large long-term projects can be useful to attract expertise and funding at CERN and therefore have an overall positive impact on the diverse programme, but we strongly argue that the ESU must include these studies for each proposed future accelerator.

### 3.6.3 Need for Equal Recognition

Among young researchers, there is a growing concern about the difference of career prospects between individuals pursuing mainly R&D tasks and mainly analysis tasks. This concern is clearly expressed by the ECRs where only about 10% strongly agree with the statement “I think Detector R&D and Computing work is well-recognised in my experiment/group” and it was also expressed by ECRs involved in computing, object reconstruction and performance measurements. The issue of unequal recognition in comparison to particle physics analysis is especially concerning for the success of the future of experiments, where a large degree of specialisation is more and more needed. We encourage the creation of diversity in tasks within one experiment and to establish equal recognition not only within the group and experiment but also in universities, laboratories and, more generally, in academia. We support the introduction of specialised career paths/professorships at universities and labs and awards for all types of specialisation, with emphasis on the technical aspects such as detector/accelerator R&D or computing. We also want to underline the importance of training and of having more people that can bridge the gap between technical tasks (computing/software and R&D) and physics analysis mentioned in the BB.

The possibility of introducing separate career tracks not only for physics analysis and R&D (or computing) but also for professional/expert tasks and more management-focused tasks was discussed. We believe that this could be done in sufficiently large groups or institutes and should be addressed in the ESU. This separation could improve research efficiency, while making such tracks more attractive.

### 3.6.4 Summary

In summary, it is agreed that the ESU should emphasise, much stronger than the BB and the 2013 ESU do, that any future small or international project must address environmental issues and career prospects much more seriously and thoroughly. We also believe that explicit emphasis should be put on work-life balance improving the family-friendliness and attractiveness of the field.

### 3.7 Computing and Software

#### 3.7.1 Comments on the Briefing Book

In the BB, software and computing in HEP is covered in the instrumentation chapter along with particle detectors. Particular emphasis on the computing side is put on the immediate challenges posed by the HL-LHC with its unprecedented data output. The budget for computing is expected to stay constant, so a vast R&D programme in an environment that fosters innovation is necessary to meet future needs.

Another focus of the BB is the link between instrumentation and computing. To maximise the physics potential and to make best use of the monetary and human resources in HEP, the impact on computing should be increasingly considered in detector design. This requires individuals which can bridge both communities.

The BB also acknowledges the merit of software research and development, as it might allow for “tool-driven revolutions”, and emphasises the importance of networks and organisational structures that extend
beyond the HEP community to make use of synergies with industry and other fields of physics or research in general.

We agree with the key points mentioned in the BB and in particular with the observation that software and computing activities must be recognised not only as a means to do physics analyses, but as research that requires a high level of skill. Therefore, this section mainly touches on other subjects which were less prominent in the BB.

3.7.2 Software for Physics Analysis

The BB talks about “computing in HEP” as mainly the central production processes (e.g. simulation, reconstruction, data management), but we feel that software and computing also goes closely with physics analysis. Innovation in this area should strive for minimisation of the time that it takes to get to a physics result and for the redirection of this economised time and person-power to other places where innovation and development is truly needed. One way to achieve this is the centralisation of selected analysis tasks within the collaborations to reduce duplicate efforts in different analysis groups.

Rethinking how physics analyses are done can also mean building software tools that are easy to understand and can be used for multiple purposes. However, care should be taken to avoid “reinventing the wheel” and to make use of standard software packages where available. This is very important to ensure the acquired software skills are transferable to other areas outside HEP. For example, one should leverage on software trends like continuous integration to automate analyses.

Encouraging more streamlined analysis workflows does not come without risks. Centralising analysis workflows often allows for reduced data formats to save storage space and analysis execution time. Precautions must be taken that this does not complicate the execution of more unconventional analyses, i.e. machine learning (ML) approaches which aim to directly analyse low-level detector data. It is also important that any change in the analysis workflows does not increase the separation between the physicists working on physics objects and those working on physics analysis.

On a more general note, many ECRs feel it is important that experts contribute to HEP software for sample production and analysis to ensure most efficient use of resources and minimise time to produce physics results. Physicists should be encouraged to become experts with training or by self-learning. Another possible option to ensure software quality is collaborating with computer scientists outside particle physics.

3.7.3 Analysis Preservation and Open Data

During the ECR plenary discussion, quite some time was spent on the subject of analysis preservation and open data. Analysis preservation means that published analyses are documented and archived in such a way that it is possible for future generations to reproduce paper results. The importance of good documentation for analysis software and scripts should be self-evident, but it becomes increasingly important as new tools are on the rise which are not necessarily familiar to everyone in the community. Collaborations could make well documented analysis software a requirement for their papers, and clear documentation standards inspired by industry could be adopted. In particular, the usage of complex analysis algorithms like machine learning poses new challenges to reproducibility.

Although not exactly related to software and computing, we want to stress the importance of providing supplementary material along with papers. Experimental results should be available in a form that can be easily reinterpreted by theorists. This means in practice that not only plots and data directly presented in papers should be easily accessible, but also additional results, as well as trained machine learning models, that might be of interest to the expert but are not included in any publication for reasons of brevity. We encourage the use of HEPData [19] or toolkits like Rivet [20] to achieve this goal. We encourage to initiate more projects like the CERN Analysis Preservation Portal [21].

Open data means that the data (and the software to analyse it) should be freely available to everyone to use and publish new results as they wish without restrictions. In the survey, 92.4% of the participants indicated they are generally in favor of open data, with approximately 60% of the participants thinking the primary purposes should be education and scientific goals. The third option, outreach, followed with roughly 40%. Of those in favor of open data, 76.3 % agreed that there should be an embargo period for the data before it is released. There are several concerns regarding publishing data immediately. Dubious analysis results by non-experts could have a negative impact on the reputation and reliability of the experiments that collect the data. While it is agreed that there is value in interacting with other fields of science and technology there are doubts about how useful publications from non-physicists would be from
a scientific perspective. Finally, publishing data before it is analysed by the corresponding collaborations is incompatible with the way particle physics experiments currently operate. It would drastically change the role of analysts within the collaborations, as scientists would be more inclined to write single-author papers. The recognition and incentive for the physicists building and running experiments would be undermined. The current experiments are based on collaborative work, where developments benefit the whole collaboration and in return every member is an author to every publication. There is no interest at the moment among the ECRs to fundamentally change the publication procedures.

3.7.4 Innovation in High Energy Physics Computing

We support software R&D projects and organisations like DIANA-HEP [22], IRIS-HEP [23] or the HEP Software Foundation [24] and the HEP community already greatly benefits from their work. It is important to encourage knowledge sharing and collaboration not only with industry but also with other fields of physics or science in general and to detect possible synergies. More efforts should be undertaken to leverage already existing software solutions and learn from other approaches to similar problems. There also needs to be wider awareness in the HEP community of the methods used by other fields in physics. Astrophysics for example often faces similar challenges related to the data rate, but has different dynamics in how they are tackled due to the shorter timescales of experiments (relative to collider experiments) and the different organisation structure.

3.7.5 Work Recognition and Career Prospects

Computing and software activities should not be seen only as a means to perform physics analysis but as a proper research area. The visibility and recognition of the individuals contributing to software can be increased by awards inside the collaborations and by encouraging more publications on software and computing work. The rise of heterogeneous computing requires adequate training of researchers at all career stages, as making use of emerging technologies asks for either highly-trained physicists or computer scientists (possibly even from outside HEP). Job descriptions should be more explicit in the required software skills to increase awareness of in-demand expertise. More specific career opportunities for computing-oriented physicists in universities and laboratories are necessary.

3.7.6 Impact of Software and Computing on the Environment

The use of new technologies in HEP computing (e.g. GPUs and FPGAs) should not only be encouraged to address immediate challenges posed by the HL-LHC, but also to reduce the ecological footprint of computing in HEP. Although this should be put into perspective (considering that the power consumption of HEP experiments is dominated by particle accelerators), it should not be forgotten that the development of more efficient computing techniques is also a concern in other areas of human activity. The transfer effects of new developments are especially strong in the software and computing sector.

Other opportunities to have a positive impact on the environment are related to existing and future computing facilities. For example, it is important to build relationships to other local computing communities to consider the sharing of resources, i.e. computing hardware or cooling capacity. In an effort towards reducing the amount of travel, software for remote meetings should be improved and specialised for large-community meetings. The product should be capable of reproducing as many interactions that traditionally require face-to-face contact as possible, like drafting ideas together on a whiteboard or allow for social interactions. This goes with the caveat that meeting in person can not be substituted completely, as social connection is very important to build mutual trust and networks in the community. Improving the remote experience via software might have a big impact on the researchers propensity to travel, although it could already go a long way to make stronger efforts towards a more enjoyable remote experience in general. Currently, this is usually treated as just a minor matter in the organisation of larger-scale events.

4 Final Remarks

Having been mandated to collect the views of early-career researchers on the European Strategy for Particle Physics update, this document summarises these views, drawing from the plenary discussion held at CERN in November 2019. It includes the outcome of discussions in preparatory meetings, on the day itself and the results of a survey circulated after the meeting.
The ECRs were very pleased to be engaged in a process that will influence the HEP landscape for the duration of our careers and beyond, and would like to thank ECFA for this opportunity. However, the point in time at which the mandate was given was very close to the end of the entire ESU process. We therefore strongly and unanimously express that ECRs should be included from the start of the process in future strategy updates. Nevertheless, the discussions were held in a very good spirit and were enjoyable and constructive. It was unanimously agreed that such discussions should become a more regular occurrence and we recommend that a permanent ECR council should be established within ECFA.

The Executive Summary already gives an overview of the main outcomes of the discussion. Therefore, we close by re-iterating the areas where we feel that significantly stronger emphasis is needed: keeping the field attractive to the best minds; putting at higher priority issues of the environment and sustainability; and increasing the focus on sociological and human factors.
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A Detailed Survey Results

A.1 General Information

Figure A.1: Results of question 1 and question 2 of the general information section of the survey, which ask about the nationality and current location of ECRs.

Figure A.2: Results of question 3 of the general information section of the ECR survey.
Figure A.3: Results of question 4 of the general information section of the ECR survey.

Figure A.4: Results of question 5 of the general information section of the ECR survey.

Figure A.5: Results of question 6 of the general information section of the ECR survey.
Figure A.6: Results of question 7 of the general information section of the ECR survey.

Figure A.7: Results of question 8 of the general information section of the ECR survey.
Of your current main areas of work, which do you think is *least* likely to contribute to furthering your career

102 responses

Figure A.8: Results of question 9 of the general information section of the ECR survey.
A.2 European Strategy Update

Figure A.9: Results of question 1 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.10: Results of question 2 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.11: Results of question 3 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey.

Figure A.12: Results of question 4 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.13: Results of question 5 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey.
Rate the 5 future collider scenarios in order of what you would prefer for the future of CERN

Figure A.14: Results of question 6 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey.

If the next e+e- collider is built in Asia, which of the future collider scenarios do you think should be CERN’s focus?

Figure A.15: Results of question 7 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey.
Figure A.16: Results of question 8 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.17: Results of question 9 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.18: Results of question 10 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.19: Results of question 11 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey.
Figure A.20: Results of question 12 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.21: Results of question 13 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
This is more concerning for a project like FCCee+hh (costing ~5-6 x LHC over ~70 years) than for CLIC3000 (costing ~3 x LHC over ~35 years)

113 responses

Figure A.22: Results of question 14 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Large long-term projects attract expertise and funding at CERN and therefore have an overall positive impact on the diverse program

117 responses

Figure A.23: Results of question 15 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
A.3 Human and Social Factors

Figure A.24: Results of question 1 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey.

Figure A.25: Results of question 2 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.26: Results of question 3 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.27: Results of question 4 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.28: Results of question 5 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.29: Results of question 6 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.30: Results of question 7 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.31: Results of question 8 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.32: Results of question 9 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.33: Results of question 10 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey.
Figure A.34: Results of question 11 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.35: Results of question 12 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.36: Results of question 13 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey.

Figure A.37: Results of question 14 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey.
Figure A.38: Results of question 15 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.39: Results of question 16 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
If you had to change your country during your career, do you think it has had a positive impact on your career?  
110 responses

Figure A.40: Results of question 17 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

If you had to change your country during your career, do you think it has had a positive impact on your personal/family life?*  
110 responses

Figure A.41: Results of question 18 for the Human and Social Factors section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
A.4 Environment/Sustainability

- **Figure A.42**: Results of question 1 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

- **Figure A.43**: Results of question 2 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
For how many research-related purposes (conferences, schools, etc...) did you take a plane in the last year?

118 responses

Figure A.44: Results of question 3 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey.

How often would you attend conferences remotely if better tools were available?

118 responses

Figure A.45: Results of question 4 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.46: Results of question 5 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.47: Results of question 6 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
Figure A.48: Results of question 7 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.49: Results of question 8 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey, where (1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.
How did you travel to the ECFA-ECR meeting?

117 responses

- Plane: 60.7%
- Train: 12%
- Car: 24.8%
- Already CERN-based: 0.9%
- Connected by Vidyo: 0.8%
- Did not participate in person (no funding): 1.7%

Figure A.50: Results of question 9 of the environment and sustainability section of the ECR survey.